Sweden’s 1st INTERCITY DRONE FLIGHT DEMO DAY

Demo Day
6. October ‘22
From Linköping to Norrköping

12:00 Opening Lunch At Norrköping Airport
13:00 Seminar
Seminar:
Perspective from the industry and research groups on the topics: National Overview, Cybersecurity, Visual/Noise Pollution, Vertiport Availability for The Industry and needed Infrastructure
Participants:
Christoffer Massinger Swedish Transportagency, John Nilsson, Swedavia, Kim Silander, IBG, Billy Josefsson, LFV
15:30 Take-Off From Linköping
16:00 Arrival Nrk Airport
19:00 Dinner

Open Day
7. October ‘22
Keynote speech at Norrköping

09:00 Keynote speech
Panel discussion participants in the panel will be announced later
Walking tour at the stands
Lunch and networking
13:00 Visit at Visualiseringscenter C
Astra UTM will demonstrate their UTM system in the Dome
The schedule is approximate and may change.
The capacity is restricted. Confirmation is required before 12 noon, on Friday September 30.
A live connection will be available if you cannot attend.

REGISTER VIA LINK »

Contact for questions:
Mariette Johansson
Ann-Louise Manning
m.johansson@ibg-sweden.com
ann-louise.manning@lfv.se

www.bit.ly/corusse
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